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drum and an image transfer member in an image forming apparatus such as a laser printer, a copier or the like. For this reason, the image bearing member and the image transfer member are pivotally moved toward each other. As a result, in a state where the two members are contacted together, the two members are rotated in a direction opposite to the
direction of a transport path. At this time, a sufficient friction force is formed between a photoreceptor and a transfer roller, between a transfer roller and an intermediate transfer member, between a transfer belt and the photoreceptor, between a transfer belt and the intermediate transfer member, between an intermediate transfer member and a transfer
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protrudes to a back surface of a photoreceptor drum is provided to prevent the rotation of the photoreceptor drum at the time when the rotation of the photoreceptor drum is stopped after image formation (U.S. Pat. No. 7,364,087). In this technique, a pinch roller is urged against the photoreceptor drum by a spring. When the photoreceptor drum
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I have a substring like this: "Hello ". I want to take the substring that is "1234" and ignore all characters except numbers. A: You could just search for the position where the left of your search String starts: int result = str.IndexOf("Hello ") + "1234".IndexOf("1234"); If you want to match without whitespace characters too, you have to set the index characters
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